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On 13th January 2018, NGC Trinidad & Tobago Sweet Tassa’s hosted a graduation ceremony for 20 
students of its year-long academy at Mt. Stewart Village, Princes Town.  The programme kicked off in  
Q1 2017 and involved two-hour classes every week.  Students were exposed to the musical genres of  
Calypso, Nagara, Dingolay and Chutney, as well as a history of the Tassa artform.

Lennita N. Kumar, Assistant Manager of the tassa group, noted the benefits of the academy included 
“developing the minds of the students musically and teaching them the art form and the culture of 
tassa drumming. We also help teach self-discipline and socialization skills,  as the students work in 
teams and eventually see the application of how teamwork can produce beautiful music, as well.”

Asked how NGC capacity building training assist the band’s management in coordinating the academy, 
Lennita responded:

“The training inspired and motivated us to think of the future of the band to highlight our skills and to 
leave a mark on society, not only as drummers, but as educators. It changed our outlook to not limit 
our thinking to teach our skills to only those interested in the art  form. It  helped us develop our 
strategy as a band, to promote the band as leaders in the tassa fraternity and showed us the proper 
way to manage the day-to-day process as an organization.  For example,  in writing proposals and 
addressing individuals in a classroom format. We were able to collaborate with those outside of the 
band as we incorporated persons who are not drummers but for example, teachers and parents who 
played an integral part of assisting in the growth of the academy and the students.”

Ms.  Lisa  Burkett,  Manager,  Corporate  Communications,  was  on  hand  to  deliver  remarks  at  the 
graduation ceremony:

“From a corporate perspective, NGC is also pleased that its sponsorship of Trinidad and Tobago Sweet 
Tassa continues to yield dividends that benefit the larger community in such a positive way. It is part of  
the Company’s philosophy that the cultural, musical and athletic groups under its sponsorship should 
continue to develop their skills and abilities, perhaps even to the point where they can become self-
sustaining.   This is  why we have invested heavily  in capacity-training programmes to develop and 
strengthen the skills, instincts, abilities, processes and resources that groups such as Sweet Tassa need 
to survive, adapt, and thrive in our fast-changing world.  And what we are most pleased with is that it is  
now repaying the favour to the community and its children.”

In an effort to support both the preservation of traditional tassa and innovation in the art form, NGC 
sponsors  the  Trinidad  and  Tobago  Sweet  Tassa  Enterprises  and  the  crossover  band  Bao  Simba 



Entertainers of Tobago. As with our sponsored steelbands, NGC gives financial support to the tassa 
bands, assists with wealth generation initiatives, and provides training to equip participants to run 
successful businesses and remain competitive in an aggressive industry.

NGC has sponsored Sweet Tassa’s since 2014.

Caption: Students of NGC Sweet Tassa demonstrate their tassa drumming skills at the graduation ceremony 



Caption: Ms. Lisa Burkett, Manager, Corporate Communications, NGC presents certificate to graduating 
member Ms. Aneeka Ali



Caption: Mr. Alister Narinesingh, Community Relations Officer, NGC addresses the audience at the NGC T&T  
Sweet Tassa Academy Graduation



Caption:  All smiles at the NGC T&T Sweet Tassa Academy Graduation
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